A combination of the temporally-and spatially-resolved phonon spectroscopy has enabled calibration of hydrogen bond transition from the vibration mode of heavy water to the core-shelled nanodroplet and the sub-nanosized ionic hydration shell in terms of phonon abundance-lifetime-stiffness. It is 
Introduction
Molecular performance at the solute-solvent interface and in the nanoconfined structures are ubiquitously important to subject areas of basic research and industrial applications such as health care, food, medication, nutrition, anti-pollution, anti-corrosion and friction [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, high-resolution detection and consistent insight into the fascinations stay challenge. Water molecules subjecting to undercoordination in clusters [6, 7] , droplets [8] , nanocavities [9] , and nanotubes [10] , cloud/gel surface [11] and those stayed surrounding ionic solutes of salts [12] form a phase that is unusual to the bulk [13] . Recent evidence [13] shows that two forms of 2D liquid water can arise in deeply supercooled states, but separated by the solid phase of bilayer amorphous ice whose melting line exhibits the isochore end point. The phase is featured by its higher viscosity, lower diffusivity, slower molecular motion dynamics, shorter H-O or D-O bond but longer phonon lifetime because of the ionic and skin polarization [14] .
Experimental detection [15] and molecular dynamics (MD) computations [16] According to Pauling [17] , the nature of the chemical bond bridges the structure and property of a crystal and molecule. Therefore, bond formation and relaxation and the associated energetics, localization, entrapment, and polarization of electrons mediate the macroscopic performance of substance accordingly [18] . The concept of supersolidity was initially extended from the 4 He fragment at mK temperatures, demonstrating elastic, repulsive and frictionless between the contact motion of 4 He segments [36] because of atomic undercoordination induced local densification of charge and energy and the associated polarization [37] . The concepts of supersolidity and quasisolidity were firstly defined for water and ice in 2013 by Sun et al [8, 32] and then be continually verified.
The quasisolidity describes phase transition from Liquid density maximum of one gcm Figure 2b show the expected trends of change. Therefore, the skin molecular undercoordination and salt solute-solvent interface share the same supersolidity due to H-O bond contraction and electron polarization, albeit their extent.
Polarization and skin reflection hinder the dynamics
Ultrafast IR spectroscopy revealed that the molecular orientation relaxation (residing) time increases from 2.6 to 3.9 and 6.7 ps as the water transit into NaBr solution with concentration increasing from 32 to 8 H2O per NaBr and increases from 18 to 50 ps when the water droplet size is reduced from 4.0 to 1.7 nm [15] . Table 1 lists the relaxation time  and the fraction coefficients f(x = D or C) for bond transition from the mode of ordinary water to the supersolid states in the solute-solvent interfaces and in the covering sheet of the droplets.
Likewise, a proton mobility investigation [58] revealed that proton diffusivity slows down significantly with decreasing droplet size, see Figure 3a , being in the form of D + H = 1.585D, which means that the diffusivity varies linearly with droplet size. For water droplet smaller than 1 nm, the diffusivity is about two orders lower than it is in bulk water. The more rigid hydrogen-bond network of the confined water or the high viscosity of the droplet is suggested to lower the proton mobility. Furthermore, it is harder to break the even shorter and stronger H-O bond for the undercoordinated water molecules [14] . An extrapolation of the (f) due to polarization to the droplet regime leads to the excessive (f)droplet -fdropletd(f)/dfsolution = (f)confinement, which shall discriminate the geometric confinement of the droplet boundary from skin polarization, as illustrated in Figure 3b . Therefore, the population decay of D-O phonons in the nanodroplet consists of two components. One is the skin supersolidity and the other the geometric reflection. Exercises and achievements show the promise and profoundness of amplifying the surface and interface from macroscopic to atomic, from solidus to the aqueous, and from static to dynamic by combining the ultrafast and the differential phonon spectrometrics. The combination of both spectroscopies offers information that is beyond the ability of either of them alone.
